skillset & mindset
through creativity

PROGRAM
OVERVIEW
As an answer to our current reality, I have
collaborated with some amazing facilitators, coaches,
and celebrated authors, to create this LIVE Learn Lab
Series; intended to give organizations a convenient,
customizable, and reasonable way to:

Keep professional development active and relevant
for the current landscape, and offer skillsets and
mindset that can be transferred to any working
environment.
Help your teams through the changes, shifts, and
challenges of working from home.
Give employees and teams a gathering place to
learn, experience different perspectives, and
express themselves.

Learn Labs are grouped in three categories so you
can easily select the topics most relevant for your
team: Experiential Play and Creativity, Culture and
Performance, and Mindset and Mindful Practices.
Have a look!

Van Lai-DuMone
van@worksmartadvantage.com
www.worksmartadvantge.com

HOW IT
WORKS
1

Review the LIVE Learn Lab Sessions on the following pages

2

Select the topics you want presented to your team

3

Work with a worksmart Project Manager to schedule sessions

(pick one, some, or all)

LOGISTICS
Each 60-minute session includes:
50 minute talk with (at least) one interactive activity
10 minute Q&A
Downloadable 1-pager for reference
Private LIVE session open to your attendees only
Scheduled at your convenience
(and based on the availability of facilitator)

Price
Flat rate of $490/session
Up to 100 attendees
(When using our Zoom platform. Attendance limit at your discretion
when using your platform)

EXPERIENTIAL PLAY
AND CREATIVITY TOPICS

eV I R T U A L L E A R N L A B
v
i
l TOPICS AND SPEAKERS

Boost Productivity and Reduce Anxiety Through Creativity
Tap into your creative capacity to substitute challenges with
possibilities. Learn how to use creative problem solving tools
individually and collectively to come up with better ideas and
fresh solutions. You’ll participate in idea generating exercises
that can be used to problem solve and innovate as well as
serve as tools to reduce anxiety and maximize opportunities
and productivity!
Van Lai-DuMone, Creative Strategist | Founder, worksmart

DJs Means Business:
Utilizing Music to Process Emotions and Move Forward
This immersive musical experience is designed to teach you
how music can assist in becoming more creative and
productive in our current environment and beyond. Engage in
interactive activities that will show you how music can heal
and process emotions, help reduce stress, and unlock
additional levels of creativity. Then, you be the DJ! We’ll cocreate a soundtrack to represent both our current landscape
and one to reflect the future we want to create on the other
side of this!
Amani Roberts, DJ|Producer|Professor|Podcast Host, The Amani Experience

EXPERIENTIAL PLAY
AND CREATIVITY TOPICS
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Ever Forward: Taking Off the Mask We Live In
We all wear masks. Usually only figuratively, and as of late literally. This revealing talk will get you to think about and
recognize the masks you have been wearing to adjust and
adapt to our current environment. For a moment, what if we
took off those masks and revealed the thoughts, feelings,,
and concerns we carry under them. We might find that we
are not alone, and that putting down our masks may be our
best way through this. You will experience the art-based,
hands-on, and interactive #100kMasks Challenge.
Ashanti Branch, Creator & Executive Director, Every Forward

Fueling Team Dynamics, Virtually
How do we stay connected? How do we bond while working
from home? These are some of the questions we will explore
during this "Funshop." You will learn: Strategies for engaging
with your team remotely, how to make staff meetings & oneon-one meetings more enjoyable, and participate in virtual
team-building activities, exercises, and icebreakers. Just
because your team is working from home, doesn't mean that
your culture and team dynamics should be put on the back
burner!
Jacob Lawrence, Founder | imakeworkfun
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CULTURE AND
PERFORMANCE TOPICS

Build, Maintain, & Regain Trust with Teams and Clients
Trust and psychological safety are critical elements of a
healthy and effective team or relationship. While the primary
focus of this talk is to help you build trust on teams while
working remotely, we begin by looking at our personal
relationship with trust. Then we discuss the Three Elements
of Trust and why the element of, 'Positive Relationships’ is
the most key factor in building trust during uncertainty
times. The tools shared will help you improve these facets in
your own life - as we lean into why empathy and
vulnerability are needed now more than ever.
Paul Sanbar, Certified Executive Coach | Principal, super9solutions

Enabling Collaboration in Remote Teams
With employees working from home for the foreseeable
future, it can feel like an additional challenge for managers to
maintain

the

standard

level

of

communication

and

collaboration across teams. Learn how to instill a culture of
connection by incorporating collaboration frameworks and
platforms within your workflow so your employees still feel
and operate like they’re part of a team, regardless of their
physical distance.
Baily Hancock, Collaboration Consultant, Baily Hancock HQ

CULTURE AND
PERFORMANCE TOPICS
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Motivating and Mentoring Teams in a Remote Environment
Without a physical office, it's easy to feel unfocused and
unmotivated. But remote – or 'distributed' – teams have
been around for decades. The most successful celebrate
clear communication, embrace diverse voices, and create
psychological safety. In this session, we'll share researchbacked strategies distributed teams use to stay aligned and
build team cohesion. From rituals, shared vocabulary, and
cultural norms, discover ways to keep you and your team on
track and eventually return to the office stronger than
before.
Austin Bauer, Professional Development Coach | President, Simple Progress

Presenting with Confidence
If you're struggling with presentation anxiety or nervousness
(Zoom or otherwise), you're certainly not alone. Nervousness
can feel crushing, and worse yet -- it can hold you back. This
session is designed to help anyone who presents, share their
message in a way that feels authentic and natural - which
can be more challenging virtually. It's not enough to deliver
the facts, we must connect, inspire, and create meaningful
conversations. Learn tools to redefine presentations, forever
changing the way we think about and approach them. Isn't it
time to tell your story?
Forest Guider, Improv & Communication Specialist, Guider Consulting
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CULTURE AND
PERFORMANCE TOPICS

Social Journaling: Develop a Culture of Empathy
Social Journaling is an evolving adventure in conversation,
exploration,

and

engagement

--

for

building

more

meaningful connections. This session is designed to open
new channels of communication, sparking ideas and
possibilities, building stronger relationships, and getting
everyone on the same page. Our focus is on supporting
each individual and their contribution to accelerate the
greater whole. Let's build stronger teams!
Alex Oh + Nikolay Borisov
Culture Consultants | People Geeks | Co-Founders, Ohlay

Surviving VUCA - Look to Those to The Left and Right of You
During times of Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and
Ambiguity (VUCA), strong and courageous leadership is
critical. But leadership is not necessarily a position or a title.
High-performing teams, like those in the military Special
Forces thrive in times of VUCA through leadership. Not all
can hold the commanding title – yet all are Servant
Leaders. How does it work? Together we’ll find clarity on
the tenets of Servant Leadership and the incredible impact
it can have in both business and in our personal lives
in good and difficult times.
Joe Lara, VP of Programs at honor.org| Founder & Guide, Find The X
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MINDSET AND MINDFUL
PRACTICES

Drive Momentum Under Any Circumstance
Only 100% of us get blocked by the day to day cares in the
world.

And

that

statistic

is

under

the

best

of

circumstances! We all get stuck. And we are at our least
resourceful in a stuck state. With one-foot slamming on
the breaks while the other is heavy on the gas, we become
exhausted and frustrated. Let's get unstuck together in this
lively and interactive session. Translate your goals and
dreams into the world of evidence and reality, using tools
that will up-level your skill set and mindset in this time of
uncertainty - to create forward momentum.
Tom Rosenak, Business Communications Strategist , Diamond Mind

Feel Calm and Grounded in Minutes Through Mindfulness
Learn some short and simple breathing techniques that
promote brain function, clarity, centering and focus, as well
as meditations that promote leadership, entrepreneurship,
and teamwork. Breath-work and meditation promote stress
reduction,

mindfulness

and

emotional

intelligence,

providing tools for people to use to navigate the everychanging culture of today’s world.
Molly Hamill, Life Coach | Meditation & Yoga Teacher

MINDSET AND MINDFUL
PRACTICES
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Follow The Breadcrumbs
In this Q&A based talk, Executive Coach Laurie Luh helps
you navigate workplace challenges; both personal and
interpersonal that have come up during this shift from
workplace to work-from-home. We call this session Follow
the Breadcrumbs because in addition to giving her insight
into the state of current workplace dynamics; this session
will be led in the direction of the questions that come from
you.
Laurie Luh, Leadership Training | Executive Coach

Moving Your Body to Shift Your Mindset
Physical activity has the potential to enhance your wellbeing
in our current environment. This session is designed to
benefit you physically and mentally from anywhere, even at
your desk! In this class we will practice mindful movement
exercises that are based upon the power of good posture,
joint opening, core strengthening, and deep breathing. This
body-positive approach leaves users feeling calm, grounded
and energized. Discuss the importance of building routine
movement into your day to give your team the tools to feel
grounded, strong, stretched, and ready to take on whatever
comes at them.
Maggie Calegari, Founder, Mindful Movement with Maggie

MINDSET AND MINDFUL
PRACTICES
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One Small Step Can Change Your Life
One Small Step Can Change Your Life is the simple but
potent guide to easing into new habits — by turning big
goals into small actions. In this time of uncertainty, fear can
take the lead. In this talk, learn how to overcome both
procrastination and fear with small steps — including how to
Think

Small

Thoughts,

Take

Small

Actions,

and

Solve Small Problems — to steadily build your confidence
and make insurmountable-seeming goals suddenly feel
doable.
Robert Maurer, PhD | Best Selling Author | Keynote Speaker
Science of Excellence

(Un)Structure Your Day for Success
We are not working from home. We are working through a
pandemic at home. Plan and structure your day in a way
that honors that reality so that you can release yourself of
feelings of ‘not enough’ or ‘guilt’. Learn simple proven
strategies to reduce overwhelm and be more productive in
less time; giving you more time and energy for the other
important things in life that are currently more persistent
and present.
Pam Reyes, High Performance Coach, Living Out Loud
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CONFIDENT CLIENTS
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